Get["FireBird"];
In[36]:=
Out[36]=

In[37]:=
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The Flight of The Phoenix
by: Chris Niemann, Professor Emeritus,
Mathematics Department
Southwestern Illinois College
114 Foxbrush Drive
Belleville, IL 62221
Any irrational can be approximated by fractions. The function, Phoenix, will deliver
fractional approxomations with virtually unlimited accuracy for any real number. E.g., Phoenix
converges on two fractions (one to the left of π and one to its right) that are accurate to over
11,830 decimal places in 8 minutes by using the command "Phoenix[π, 8000, 8000]," defined in
Mathematica below. The John Deere function plows through 8,000 Partial Sequences, cultivating
78,819 fractions to unearth the last two π approximations - way too much wasted space to show
these results. Our point is that this function can deliver a rational approximation of any irrational, to any desired accuracy.
Every story has a beginning, and mine is no different. It all started several years ago, on
the day I saw a different approximation for π on Google’s front page. It read
π~

223
71

.
22

a

It was the first time that I had ever seen any b number, besides
The first things I did were the obvious comparisons. I knew that
suspected

223
71

7
22
7

called upon to approximate π.
was bigger than π, so I

would be smaller and closer than the well-known original.

It was both, but less than 1.7 times as accurate, computing the absolute values of both
differences, pointing to their mutual target, π. As you might have expected, the ratio of these
two positive numbers was about 1.69. Then, I compared their elderly mixed-number forms of: 3
vs. 3

10
71

. The immediate comparison of

1
7

and

10
71

are easily seen to be close, because:

adding one to the denomenator of the first fraction, we know: 3

10
71

10
70

1

= ,
7

1

<π< 3 .
7

This type of situation is well known in mathematics, like in the fibonacci sequence:
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type
8
5

5

< ϕ < . The Phoenix function is not needed because these fractions are revealed by succes3

sive fibonacci ratios. If Phoenix were to be applied to ϕ, each Partial Sequence will have length
1, with all vector elements being successive fibonacci numbers, and the same is true for -1/ ϕ,
traveling west of zero and reversing the recursive equation. All algebraic irrationals have similar
properties in their vectors generated by Phoenix, but P.S. lengths associated with trancendentals hop all over the place.
The initial results were interesting, but dissapointing because I thought, while there
might be other approximations, they probably weren’t worth the effort to memorize five or six
digits, rather than the familiar three. It turned out that my suspecions were dead wrong. Still, I
was intrigued enough by the fact that I had never seen any other fractional impersonator of π,
so I pressed on. After all, there are a lot of Elvis impersonators out there, plus 223 and 71 are
special numbers, and I never met a prime that I didn’t like.
201
64

→Close, but not the real King

Within a month or two ... , I was amazed to discover the fraction:
accurate as is
201
64

&

223
71

22
7

355
113

is 4,740 times as

. Not only that, but it’s in the same sequence as the consecutive vectors,

. (One best thinks of fractions here, as 2 D vectors). Also, the first approximation of any

irrational is its trunk. We define the trunk to be the first integer less than every irrational. The
Floor[num] function in Mathematica delivers its trunk, when num is irrational, some examples:
Floor[{π, π - .1, π + .1, π + .2, π + .3, π + .4, π + .5, π + .6, π + .7, π + .8, π + .9}]
{3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4}
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circle[]
C = 355

d = 113

{113. π, N[113 π, 8], 7. π}
{355., 354.99997, 21.9911}

Above we see a comparison of the accuracy of 355/113 vs. 22/7. The first one is off by 3
in its 8 decimal; whereas, the second one is off by 9 in its 5th decimal. Below the diameter is
set to 2r = 1, so the circumference of its circle must be π·1 = π. The perimeter of the square of
th

side 1, will be 4, the ceiling of π. The red and magenta lines show that a regular hexagon may be
thought of as 6 joined equilateral triangles. Each radius must be 1/2, so each side of the
hexagon must also be 1/2, and it’s perimeter will be 3, the floor of π. Another way to π is to
continually double the number of edges of the inscribed polygon, and its perimeter will converge to π from below. If one wishes to get there from above, continually double the number of
sides for the circumscribed polygon.
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circleSquare[]
C=π

r = 1/2

r = 1/2

d=1
r = 1/2

r = 1/2

r = 1/2

r = 1/2

Clearly: 3 < π < 4.
We will define the term Partial Sequence to refer to a finite sequence of 2D vectors,
where the first element corresponds to the numerator of a given fraction and the 2 nd element
corresponds to its denominator. When each 2D vector of a Partial Sequence (P.S.) is converted
to a fraction, the sequence of corresponding fractions approaches the irrational target. To
qualify as an entry to the P.S., each vector (converted to a fraction) must be closer to the target
than the previous one. Also, all first elements of the 2D vectors are in ascending order, and
likewise for all second elements. Partial Sequences are unlimited for an irrational target. Ya’
never get there.
The first vector of each new P.S. arises from operations on the last vector in each of the
two previous Partial Sequences. In the function below, these two particular vectors are called
CrimsonAsh and GoldenAsh, exploiting the saga of the God - like Bird, Phoenix, from Greek
mythology, who sprang up again and again, from the ashes of previous incarnations. He was
like the robust Revanant, who, hunched in the warm mare’s belly, found himself reborn onto the
Western frontier. Leonardo DiCaprio brought
l’ revenir to life, and he received the Oscar.
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Once the first vector of a new P.S. is found, CrimsonAsh is recursively added until the
reborn vector, GoldenAsh (converted to a fraction) is further away from the target than the
previous converted vector. At this point, the Partial Sequence dies a fiery death, like the legendary Phoenix. The lengths of Partial Sequences for π vary widely, from 1 or 2, for many Partial
Sequences to 146 in P.S. 4, to 10389, with P.S. 292.
To drive a car, you do not need to understand the internal combustion engine. If you are
so inclined, you might want to skim/skip over the tecky details, cordoned off for your safety. I
also did PHOENIX on a TI-84, but that coding bit the dust, sometime in the distant past. Just
because I endured the torture is no reason you have to, especially if you are not familiar with
Mathematica.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------In our use of 2-D vectors, we want them to have the same operations of addition and
scalar multiplication. We say that the vectors encountered here correspond to fractions. Thus,
for all integers a, b, c, d and k, noting that for our purposes:
k = -1 or k > 1 & we have:
Theory
Vector Addition : [a, b] + [c, d] = [a + c, b + d]
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Scalar Multiplication :

k[a, b] = [ka, kb].

n*GoldenAsh + sgn*CrimsonAsh

auxillary Functions defined
Conversion : [a, b]’ = a/b

VP[v]

Comparison with target, t : [a, b]’(t) = a/b - t

VecPrm[v, t]

(If negative, fraction is to the left of its target, positive to its right).
Comparison as undirected distance

VecPrm2[v,t]

Distance to the target, t : [a, b]”(t) = |a / b - t| = VecPrm2[v, t]. The Fundamental Identity
in Rational Approximation Theory. The FIRAT above involves conversion with scalar multiplication of any vector. Most of the auxillary functions below are very simple ones. For example, the
function VP[v] merely returns the fraction v[[1]]/v[[2]]. Each Partial Sequence, when their elements are converted to fractions represent rational numbers that get closer and closer to the
target (first argument) of the function, Phoenix. As a matter of fact, the main function was easily
programmed on a TI-84, as BASIC or any other language will do the job.
VecPrm[v] computes the difference of VP[v] with the target, while VecPrm2 forms the
absolute value of this difference for comparison purposes. FirstVec returns the first vector of a
P.S. LastVec returns its last one and Victor[n] returns the n th vector of the k th P.S. TestPolRev
tests (T/F) to see if there has been an all-important polarity reversal at the end of a given P.S.
IndexSeqWithLength searches for the first P.S. that has the length specified.
Phoenix[π, k, dp] returns the k th sequence that converges to π, while the GoldenFireBird
only flies after the PhoenixMatx function has been used. This function keeps everything, including the matrix of two dimensional vectors. The function stores the vectors into a (2 x n) matrix,
where n is the total number of fractions found by the function, approaching the target. It’s good
practice to execute the Exit[ ] command when finishing a Mathematica session using PhoenixMatx, in order to clear memory.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Living in India and migrating to Egypt every 500 years (or 1452 years, depending on your
belief), the Crimson and Golden Bird flies from Sunrise to Sunset.
His name is legend:

Φοινιξ
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The image above was made from a Tesla coil
(A man and a woman can be gleaned from the background).
The key to discover the kth P.S. for any real number,
with dp decimal places is the function defined below. Let ' s cut to the chase :
Phoenix[π, 1, 2]
{{3, 1}, 1}
v2 = Phoenix[π, 2, 2]
{{13, 4}, {16, 5}, {19, 6}, {22, 7}}
linkRatio2 = VecPrm[{3, 1}, π]  VecPrm[ v2[[1]], π];
Join{linkRatio2}, TableVecPrm[ v2[[k]], π]  VecPrm[ v2[[k + 1]], π], {k, 3}  
{- 1.30612, 1.85606, 2.3294, 19.8294}

The link ratio is always negative, out of necessity. From its ceiling point, 4, Phoenix
soars back towards π : {4, 1} = {3, 1} + {1, 0}-X; {7, 2} = 2{3, 1} + {1, 0}-X;
{10, 3} = 3{3, 1} + {1, 0}-X; {13, 4} = 4{3, 1} + {1, 0} ⟶ closer than 3. It takes 4 steps to get closer,
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so four more steps reveal the closest in the Partial Sequence, as {25, 8}’ is further away. It’s 13
times farther away than {22, 7} & to the left of π. The GoldenAsh is always initiated at its trunk,
while the initial CrimsonAsh will always be {1, 0}. Since the last change of sign was back with
the initial value, the new CrimsonAsh becomes {3, 1}, and the reincarnated GoldenAsh becomes
{22, 7}. Such is not the case, with the third P.S.
VecPrm[{25, 8}, π]  VecPrm[ v2[[4]], π]
- 13.122
{8 * 22 + 3, 8 * 7 + 1}
{179, 57}
v3 = Phoenix[π, 3, 3]
{{179, 57}, {201, 64}, {223, 71}, {245, 78},
{267, 85}, {289, 92}, {311, 99}, {333, 106}, {355, 113}}
{179 + 8 * 22, 57 + 8 * 7}
{355, 113}

It ain’t rocket science.
ratios = TableVecPrm2[ v3[[k]], π]  VecPrm[ v3[[k + 1]], π], {k, 8}
{- 1.28329, - 1.29438, - 1.31846, - 1.36241, - 1.44355, - 1.61505, - 2.14507, 311.96}
VecPrm2[ v2[[4]], π]  VecPrm[ v3[[8]], π], VecPrm2[ v2[[4]], π]  VecPrm[ v3[[9]], π]
{- 15.1946, 4740.1}

Above we are comparing the last two against
a foot, by using

355
113

22
7

. If a circumference computation were off

, it would be off by a mile, using the old standard value to approximate π.

Verifying the product of the first 8 ratios. The link ratio between the last element, converted of
any Sequence and the first element, converted of its next Partial Sequence, and it always has
the smallest magnitude of any of the ratios. Always ignore the sign for comparisons, negative
merely means to the left of the target, while positive means to the right of the target.
linkRatio3 = VecPrm2[ v2[[4]], π]  VecPrm[ v3[[1]], π]
- 1.01829

As before, we rachet

22
7

nine times to arrive at

355
113

, and it' s 4740 times as accurate:

linkRatio3 * Product[ratios[[k]], {k, 8}]
4740.1
1

16

7

113

Another more direct path that leads us from 3 to 3

is made by taking the fractional

1

part of the first mixed number, . Multiply its top and bottom by 16, (recall the previous 8 steps,
7

plus more 8 steps), in order to arrive at:

16
112

. Merely add 1 to the denominator of that form of
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1
7

, to find:

16
113

9

, the fractional part of the far more accurate approximation for the target, π. Just

by adding one to the bottom, the new approximation is obtained. If it is off by one unit of distance measure, by contrast, using the first one, the same measurement would be off by 4740
units, whether it be angstroms or meters.
Thus, the third sequence gets warmer, warmer, ... , until it leap-frogs to the last approximation that is 312 times as accurate as the eighth one. This strong finish causes the fourth
sequence to start way further out at: {52163, 16604}. This time, the GoldenAsh is {355, 113},
while the CrimsonAsh becomes {333, 106}. Please see the table of ratios, above. Since
while

333
106

355
113

> π,

< π, and the CrimsonAsh always becomes the last approximation vector on the oppo-

site side, it must be {333, 106}, for the 4th P.S.
The last vector of the seventh Partial Sequence below yields the fraction close enough to
π as found on the TI calculators, but you will need to subtract the truncated ten digit approximation from it to actually see the last 4 digits on the screen. On the other hand, 10 digit accuracy
got us to the moon and back, even with Apollo 13.
Houston, we have a problem

Phoenix[π, 7, 9]
{{3 126 535, 995 207}, {4 272 943, 1 360 120}, {5 419 351, 1 725 033}}
{N[VP[{5 419 351, 1 725 033}], 15], N[π, 15]}
{3.14159265358982, 3.14159265358979}

This last one shows the above approximation is heavy by 2 in the 14th decimal place.
Below we see the accuracy required for proton accelerators, as the Manhattan Project was the
driving force behind the development of our modern day computer. The first calculator purchased by our math department in 1968 cost $900. It would add, subtract, multiply, divide, take
the square root, and it had a storage register. Plus, it delivered 11 digit accuracy, but it had a
DISP button with a red stripe on it. If depressed, it would present 11 more digits of accuracy, a
holdover from the minimum computational tolerance, needed two decades before. Compare it
with the standard (6-digit) single precision of first FORTRAN, and now Mathematica.
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{N[Pi, 22], π // N}
{3.141592653589793238463, 3.14159}

Think of π in the sky, as seen above, with the classic picture of railroad tracks, in perspective. Think of π as the target at the end of the tracks, seemingly coming to a single irrational point. All Partial Sequences contain vectors that when converted to fractions are on either
the right side of the target or its left. When on the right, the VecPrm function returns a positive
difference, and when to the left, it returns a negative number. All 2D vectors, converted to fractions, are on the same side of the tracks within a Sequence, with the possible exception of the
last one. It often jumps the tracks, like

355
113

, shown above. Both it and

22
7

are greater than π, but

it’s a whole lot closer.
Pretend you are Jessica Evans, leaping to break the record. She cannot tie the record,
that’s irrational. Her eighth jump landed her twice as close to the record as her seventh jump.
She takes off for her final attempt to beat the record. She leaps at 26 feet from her goal, and she
triumphantly lands one inch past her target. Mark down this feat. She has gone from {333, 106}
to {355, 113}, and that, ladies and gentlemen, is a new world’s record. You can see it in her eyes,
 488 → two cubed times Roger Maris’ record, thx, MMCA.
26 * 12
312
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FactorInteger[488]
{{2, 3}, {61, 1}}

61 in ‘61
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A few Partial Sequences are delivered below by the Fire Bird, for e, about 2
(see P.S. 4). Notice that unlike π, e starts off by landing between
that e is close to

19
7

, while π is close to

22
7

5
2

5
7

and 3, its ceiling. We observe

.

{Phoenix[ⅇ, 1, 2], Phoenix[ⅇ, 2, 9], Phoenix[ⅇ, 3, 9]}
{{{2, 1}, 1}, {{3, 1}, {5, 2}}, {{8, 3}}}
Phoenix[ⅇ, 4, 9], ⅇ - 19  7., 22  7. - π
{{{11, 4}, {19, 7}}, 0.00399611, 0.00126449}
Phoenix[ⅇ, 7, 9]
{{685, 252}, {878, 323}, {1071, 394}, {1264, 465}, {1457, 536}}
VecPrm[{1457, 536}, E]
1.75363 × 10-6
{N[VP[{1457, 536}]], N[E, 7]}
{2.71828, 2.718282}

The number of digits in the last vector of a Partial Sequence generally divulges its accuracy, when used as an approximation for its target. Only ex and 0 are functions that have the
same integral and the same derivative; themselves, both 3-in-1 oils. The trancendental, e, is the
natural base of logarithms, as well. Mathematica easily verifies all these facts, below. In Phoenix,
you have a function that will deliver to you any irrational’s fractional approximations. I firmly
believe that

355
113

should replace

22
7

. It’s as easy as: 1-3-5. Double’em-up, and split ‘em right down

the middle. If you begin at the bottom, it goes:
1-1-3 ↗ 3-5-5. What could be easier, kids?

Non Sequitur - Meet The Revenant:

355
113

.

{D[0, x], Integrate[0, x], 0, D[ⅇx , x], Integrate[ⅇx , x], ⅇx , Log[ⅇ]} (*
{0, 0, 0, ⅇx , ⅇx , ⅇx , 1}

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ Appendix //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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Don’t get lost in here, without your Boston Spotlight. Actually, Joaquin Phoenix was also known
as Leaf Phoenix.

Phoenix[RealNo_, k_, dp_] :=
Module{Joaquin, NewLeaf, JoaquinPhoenix, LSK, NumSeq, Best, Test, n, sgn},
CrimsonAsh = {1, 0};
(*

Let the Force 10 be with you:

Floor[RealNo] < RealNo < ∞.

GoldenAsh = {Floor[RealNo], 1};
NumSeq = 1; If[k ⩵ 1, Return[{GoldenAsh, 1}]];
target = N[RealNo, Max[dp, 4 * k]];
Best = VecPrm2[GoldenAsh, target];
LenSeq = {1};
Label[Ra];
LSK = 1;
n = 0;
sgn = 1;
If[CrimsonAsh ≠ {1, 0},
sgn = - Sign[VecPrm[CrimsonAsh, target] * VecPrm[GoldenAsh, target]]];
Label[Heliopolis];
n = n + 1;
Joaquin = n * GoldenAsh + sgn * CrimsonAsh;
Test = VecPrm2[Joaquin, target];
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Discovery Loop

(*
(*

*) If[Test > Best,

Sojourn back to Sun City. In order to move forward, Joaquin must

be closer to his target than he was before. *) Goto[Heliopolis]];
(*

Otherwise, Joaquin turns over a New Leaf.

*) NewLeaf = Joaquin;

CrimsonAsh = GoldenAsh;
GoldenAsh = NewLeaf;
Best = Test;
Label[FrankincenseAndMyrrh];
Joaquin = GoldenAsh + CrimsonAsh;
Test = VecPrm2[Joaquin, target];
(*

Recursive Loop

*) If[Test < Best, Best = Test;

LSK = LSK + 1;
GoldenAsh = Joaquin;
Goto[FrankincenseAndMyrrh]];
(* The Spices have been prepared for the Nest of the Golden Fire Bird. *)
LenSeq = Append[LenSeq, LSK];
NumSeq = NumSeq + 1;
If[NumSeq < k, (*
(*

Return to Egyptian Sun God

*) Goto[Ra]];

Eureka, the Great Bird flies again as the kth P.S.:

v2 + N - 1v1 

Sk =

*) JoaquinPhoenix = {NewLeaf};

Do[NewLeaf = NewLeaf + CrimsonAsh;
JoaquinPhoenix = Append[JoaquinPhoenix, NewLeaf], {var, LSK - 1}];
If[GCD[CrimsonAsh[[1]], GoldenAsh[[1]]] ≠ 1, Print[NumSeq];
Return[]];
If[GCD[CrimsonAsh[[2]], GoldenAsh[[2]]] ≠ 1, Print[NumSeq];
Return[]];
(*

Print"

Φοινιξ -

The Great Crimson and Golden Bird Soars Above";

*)

Return[JoaquinPhoenix];
Save["FireBird", {Phoenix, VP, VecPrm, VecPrm2, PhoenixMatx, GFBirdShort, FirstVec,
LastVec, Victor, PolarRev, IndexSeqWithLength, TestPoleRev, RatMat, RatMat2, Test,
PhoenixNoBird, VishnusVecs, VishnusDet, VishnusDetWithMatx, circle, circleSquare}]
VP[v_] := v[[1]]  v[[2]];
[a, b]' = a/b

(*

*)

VecPrm[v_, target_] := (N[VP[v] - target]);
(*

[a, b]'(t) = [a, b]' - t

*)

VecPrm2[v_, target_] := (Abs[VecPrm[v, target]])
(*

[a, b]"(t) = |[a, b]'(t)|

*)

PhoenixMatx[RealNumber_, LimNoSeq_, dp_] :=
(*

Provide the target, no. of P.S.'s & decimal places desired.
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Module{V1, V2, V3, BestL, BestR, Best, Test, LSK}, st = AbsoluteTime[];
target = N[RealNumber, Max[dp, 4 * LimNoSeq]];
RevPole = 0;
LenSeq = {1};
LSK = 1;
NumSeq = 1;
RPSeqs = {};
it = Floor[target];
V1 = {it, 1};
V2 = {it + 1, 1};
BestL = N[target - it, 100];
BestR = N[it + 1 - target, 100];
Best = Min[BestL, BestR];
If[BestL < BestR, Matx = {{V1[[1]]}, {V1[[2]]}}, Matx = {{V2[[1]]}, {V2[[2]]}}];
Label[initialize];
V3 = V1 + V2;
Test = AbsV3[[1]]  V3[[2]] - target;
If[Test < Best, (*

then

*) If[BestL < BestR, Matx = {{Matx[[1, 1]], V3[[1]]},

{Matx[[2, 1]], V3[[2]]}}, Matx = {{V3[[1]], Matx[[1, 1]]},
{V3[[2]], Matx[[2, 1]]}}], If[BestL < BestR, V2 = V3, (* else *) V1 = V3];
Goto[initialize]];
If[BestL < BestR, V2 = V3, (* else *) V1 = V3];
Label[continue];
LSK = 1;
n = 1;
sgn = 1;
Label[RecursiveLoop];
V3 = V1 + V2;
Test = VecPrm2[V3, target];
If[Test < Best, (*

then

*) Best = Test;

LSK = LSK + 1;
Matx = Join[{Join[Matx[[1]], {V3[[1]]}]}, {Join[Matx[[2]], {V3[[2]]}]}];
V2 = V3;
Goto[RecursiveLoop]];
(*

Otherwise, the partial sequence ends.

*) LenSeq = Append[LenSeq, LSK];

NumSeq = NumSeq + 1;
IfBest < 2 * 10-dp , Goto[fin];
If[NumSeq ⩵ LimNoSeq, Goto[fin]];
If[VecPrm[V1, target] * VecPrm[V2, target] > 0, sgn = - 1;
RevPole = RevPole + 1];
Label[DiscoveryLoop];
n = n + 1;
V3 = n * V2 + sgn * V1;
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Test = VecPrm2[V3, target];
If[Test > Best, (*
(*

then go back until true

*) Goto[DiscoveryLoop],

else the first element, V3, that is,

of the next partial sequence has been found

*) Best = Test;

Matx = Join[{Join[Matx[[1]], {V3[[1]]}]}, {Join[Matx[[2]], {V3[[2]]}]}];
V1 = V2;
V2 = V3;
Goto[continue]];
Label[fin];
tt = AbsoluteTime[] - st;
(*

Print"

Φοινιξ -

The Great Crimson and Golden Bird Soars Above";

*)

If[NumSeq < LimNoSeq, Print["No. of P.S.'s = ", NumSeq]];
(*

This function delivers the k'th Partial Sequence from any

Matx found in the PhoenixMatx function, given above.
GoldenFireBird[Matx_, k_, LenSeq_] :=

(*

*)

Arguments are the matrix,

the index of the P.S. and the LenSeq array.

*)

Module{Vec1, Vec2, Vec3, LSK, GFB, NewBird},
If[k ⩵ 1, Return[{Matx[[1, 1]], Matx[[2, 1]]}]];
Vec1 = LastVec[Matx, k - 1, LenSeq];
Vec2 = FirstVec[Matx, k, LenSeq];
Vec3 = LastVec[Matx, k, LenSeq];
LSK = Vec3[[2]] - Vec2[[2]]  Vec1[[2]] + 1;
GFB = {Vec2};
NewBird = Vec2;
Do[NewBird = NewBird + Vec1;
GFB = Append[GFB, NewBird], {n, LenSeq[[k]] - 1}];
Return[GFB];
GFBirdShort[Matx_, k_, LenSeq_] :=
(*

The output shortened form of the GoldenFireBird

*)

Module{Vec1, Vec2, Vec3, LSK}, If[k ⩵ 1, Return[{Matx[[1, 1]], Matx[[2, 1]]}]];
Vec1 = LastVec[Matx, k - 1, LenSeq];
Vec2 = FirstVec[Matx, k, LenSeq];
Vec3 = LastVec[Matx, k, LenSeq];
LSK = Vec3[[2]] - Vec2[[2]]  Vec1[[2]] + 1;
If[LSK ⩵ 1, Print[" Single Vector = ", Vec2]; Return[]];
Print[" First Vector = ", Vec2];
Print[" Incrementing by: ", Vec1];
Print[" Last Vector =

", Vec3];

Print[" Number of Vectors in Partial Sequence = ", LSK]; Return[];
FirstVec[Matx_, k_, LenSeq_] :=
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(*

Returns the first vector in Sequence No. k.

*)

Module[{Col}, If[k > Length[LenSeq], Return["Undefined"]];
Col = Sum[LenSeq[[i]], {i, k - 1}];
Return[{Matx[[1, Col + 1]], Matx[[2, Col + 1]]}]];
LastVec[Matx_, k_, LenSeq_] := (*

Returns the last vector in Sequence No. k.

*)

Module[{Col}, If[k > Length[LenSeq], Return["Undefined"]];
Col = Sum[LenSeq[[i]], {i, k}];
Return[{Matx[[1, Col]], Matx[[2, Col]]}]];
Victor[Matx_, n_, k_, LenSeq_] := (*
the n-th vector in P.S. k.

What's your vector, Victor? In Matx,

*) If[n > LenSeq[[k]], Return["Undefined"]];

If[k > Length[LenSeq], Return["Undefined"]];
Module{V1, V2}, V1 = LastVec[Matx, k - 1, LenSeq];
V2 = FirstVec[Matx, k, LenSeq];
ReturnV2 + n - 1 * V1;
PolarRev[k_] := If[k ⩵ 1, Return["Undefined"]];
If[VecPrm[FirstVec[Matx, k, LenSeq], target] *
VecPrm[LastVec[Matx, k, LenSeq], target] < 0, Return[True], Return[False]];
IndexSeqWithLength[LenSeq_, Len_] := (Module[{k}, Do[If[LenSeq[[i]] ⩵ Len, k = i;
Goto[fin]], {i, Length[LenSeq]}];
Return["Not Found"];
Label[fin];
Return[k]]);
TestPoleRev[Matx_, IdxLS_, target_] :=
(*

Tests for Polarity Reversal. IdxLS is the index of the last sequence,

thus, IdxLS - 1 is the index of the sequence before the last one.

*)

Module{Colm1, Colm2, Test}, Colm2 = Sum[LenSeq[[i]], {i, IdxLS}];
Colm1 = Sum[LenSeq[[i]], {i, IdxLS - 1}];
Test = SignMatx[[1, Colm2]]  Matx[[2, Colm2]] - target *
Matx[[1, Colm1]]  Matx[[2, Colm1]] - target;
If[Test < 0, Return[False], Return[True]];
RatMat[Matx_, col_, dp_] := NAbsMatx[[1, col]]  Matx[[2, col]] - target, dp;
RatMat2[Matx_, col_, dp_] := (*

This returns the ratio

of the accuracy of Matx in column, col, to its previous column,
col - 1. The accuracy is computed to dp decimal places.

*)

NAbsMatx[[1, col - 1]]  Matx[[2, col - 1]] - target 
Matx[[1, col]]  Matx[[2, col]] - target, dp;
Test[u_, v_, target_] := Module[{w}, w = u + v; VecPrm2[w, target]];
PhoenixNoBird[RealNo_, k_, dp_] :=
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(*

Key to discover the kth P.S. for any real number,

with dp decimal places.

*)Module{CrimsonAsh, GoldenAsh, Joaquin,

NewLeaf, JoaquinPhoenix, LSK, NumSeq, target, Best, Test, n, sgn, LenSeq},
CrimsonAsh = {1, 0};
Let the Force 10 be with you:

(*

Floor[RealNo] < RealNo < ∞.

*)

GoldenAsh = {Floor[RealNo], 1};
NumSeq = 1; If[k ⩵ 1, Return[{GoldenAsh, 1}]];
target = N[RealNo, Max[dp, 4 * k]];
Best = VecPrm2[GoldenAsh, target];
LenSeq = {1};
Label[Ra];
LSK = 1;
n = 1;
sgn = 1;
If[CrimsonAsh ≠ {1, 0},
sgn = - Sign[VecPrm[CrimsonAsh, target] * VecPrm[GoldenAsh, target]]];
Label[Heliopolis];
n = n + 1;
Joaquin = n * GoldenAsh + sgn * CrimsonAsh;
Test = VecPrm2[Joaquin, target];
Discovery Loop

(*
(*

*) If[Test > Best,

Sojourn back to Sun City. In order to move forward, Joaquin must

be closer to his target than he was before. *) Goto[Heliopolis]];
(*

Otherwise, Joaquin turns over a New Leaf.

*) NewLeaf = Joaquin;

CrimsonAsh = GoldenAsh;
GoldenAsh = NewLeaf;
Best = Test; Label[FrankincenseAndMyrrh];
Joaquin = GoldenAsh + CrimsonAsh;
Test = VecPrm2[Joaquin, target];
(*

Recursive Loop

*)If[Test < Best, Best = Test;

LSK = LSK + 1;
GoldenAsh = Joaquin;
Goto[FrankincenseAndMyrrh]];
(* The Spices have been prepared for the Nest of the Golden Fire Bird. *)
LenSeq = Append[LenSeq, LSK];
NumSeq = NumSeq + 1;
If[NumSeq < k, (*
(*

Return to Egyptian Sun God

*) Goto[Ra]];

Eureka, the Great Bird flies again as the kth P.S.:
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v2 + N - 1v1 

*) JoaquinPhoenix = {NewLeaf};

Do[NewLeaf = NewLeaf + CrimsonAsh;
JoaquinPhoenix = Append[JoaquinPhoenix, NewLeaf], {var, LSK - 1}];
Return[Append[JoaquinPhoenix, LenSeq]];
VishnusVecs[Seq1_, Indx1_, Seq2_, Indx2_, target_] :=
Module[{u, v, m, z, LenPS1, LenPS2, PartSeq1, PartSeq2, OL},
PartSeq1 = PhoenixNoBird[target, Seq1, 1000];
LenPS1 = Length[PartSeq1] - 1;
OL = "Angler, you'll be fined for exceeding your fishing limit.";
If[Indx1 > LenPS1, Print["First selected Partial Sequence # ",
Seq1, ", only has ", LenPS1, " vectors."];
Return[OL]];
PartSeq2 = PhoenixNoBird[target, Seq2, 1000];
LenPS2 = Length[PartSeq2] - 1;
If[Indx2 > LenPS2, Print["Second selected Partial Sequence # ",
Seq2, ", only has ", LenPS2, " vectors."];
Return[OL]];
u = PartSeq1[[Indx1]];
v = PartSeq2[[Indx2]];
m = Transpose[{u, v}];
uu = {{u[[1]]}, {u[[2]]}};
vv = {{v[[1]]}, {v[[2]]}};
Print["We have the following information about the selected vectors"];
Print["Vishnu's Vectors are:

", MatrixForm[uu], " and

", MatrixForm[vv]];

Print["The matrix formed by this pair of vectors is ", MatrixForm[m]];
Print["The determinant of the matrix above has the value:

", Det[m]];

z = Eigenvalues[m];
Print["The product of the eigenvalues of m is:

", N[z[[1]] * z[[2]], 55]];

Print["The approximate eigenvalues of the matrix above are:"];
Print[N[z, 33]];
Print["The sum of the eigenvalues of m is:

", N[z[[1]] + z[[2]], 33]];

Print["The sum of its main diagonal pair is:

", m[[1, 1]] + m[[2, 2]]]];

VishnusDet[Seq1_, Indx1_, Seq2_, Indx2_, target_] :=
Module[{u, v, m}, u = PhoenixNoBird[target, Seq1, 1000][[Indx1]];
v = PhoenixNoBird[target, Seq2, 1000][[Indx2]];
m = Transpose[{u, v}];
Return[Det[m]]];
VishnusDetWithMatx[Seq1_, Colm1_, Seq2_, Colm2_] :=
Module[{u, v, m, ss, noCols}, noCols = Dimensions[Matx];
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ss = Sum[LenSeq[[k]], {k, Seq1 - 1}];
If[ss + Colm1 > noCols, Return["Undefined"]];
u = {Matx[[1, ss + Colm1]], Matx[[2, ss + Colm1]]};
ss = Sum[LenSeq[[k]], {k, Seq2 - 1}];
If[ss + Colm2 > noCols, Return["Undefined"]];
v = {Matx[[1, ss + Colm2]], Matx[[2, ss + Colm2]]};
m = Transpose[{u, v}];
Return[Det[m]]];
(*

Two irrational constants are set,

first Euler' little gamma
(*

*)

γ = EulerGamma;

"Riemann's Zeta Function," Edwards,

p.67:

The infinite sum, where ρ represents an imaginary zero
1
1
1
of the Zeta Fcn, Σ 1ρ = *) RiemannsGarden = 1 +
;
γ + Log
2
2 Gamma 1 
2

(*

The dueces are wild in this constant. RH is half full of 'em,

by Gamma.

*)

circle[] := Show[Graphics[{Blue, Text["C = 355", {0, .92}], Circle[{0, 0}, 1],
Red, Text["d = 113", {0, .05}], Line[{{- 1, 0}, {1, 0} }] } ] ];
x = .5; y = Sqrt[3.]  2;
circleSquare[] :=
Show[Graphics[{EdgeForm[{Black}], White, Rectangle[{- 1, - 1}, {1, 1}],
RegularPolygon[1, 6], Blue, Text["C = π", {0, .93}], Circle[{0, 0}, 1],
Red, Text["d = 1", {.2, .05}], Text["r = 1/2", {- .5, - .05}],
Text["r = 1/2", {.5, - .05}], Line[{{- 1, 0}, {1, 0} }], Magenta,
Line[{{x, y}, {- x, - y}}], Text["r = 1/2", {- .15, - .5}],
Text["r = 1/2", {- .15, .5}], Text["r = 1/2", {.43, - .5}],
Text["r = 1/2", {.43, .5}], Line[{{x, - y}, {- x, y}}]} ] ];

circleSquare[]
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C=π

r = 1/2

r = 1/2

d=1
r = 1/2

r = 1/2

r = 1/2

r = 1/2

Phoenix[π + .1, 1, 9]
{{3, 1}, 1}
Phoenix[π + .1, 2, 9]
{{10, 3}, {13, 4}}
Phoenix[π + .1, 3, 9]
{{55, 17}, {68, 21}, {81, 25}, {94, 29}}
94.  29
3.24138
Phoenix[π + .1, 4, 9]
{{295, 91}, {389, 120}, {483, 149}}
VecPrm[{483, 149}, π + .1]
0.0000180847
Phoenix[π + .1, 5, 9]
{{1060, 327}}
VecPrm[{1060, 327}, π + .1]
- 2.43952 × 10-6
Phoenix[π + .1, 6, 9]
{{2603, 803}, {3663, 1130}}
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{VecPrm[%[[1]], π + .1], VecPrm[%[[2]], π + .1]}
1.36883 × 10-6 , 2.66764 × 10-7 
Phoenix[π, 3, 9]
{{179, 57}, {201, 64}, {223, 71}, {245, 78},
{267, 85}, {289, 92}, {311, 99}, {333, 106}, {355, 113}}
VecPrm[{355, 113}, π]
2.66764 × 10-7
VecPrm[{355, 113}, π]  VecPrm[{3663, 1130}, π + .1]
1.
N355  113 - π  3663  1130 - π, 10
2.667634774 × 10-6
Phoenix[π + .2, 5, 9]
{{1213, 363}, {1888, 565}}
Phoenix[π + .3, 5, 9]
{{265, 77}}
Phoenix[π + .4, 5, 9]
{{1066, 301}, {1151, 325}, {1236, 349}, {1321, 373}, {1406, 397}, {1491, 421},
{1576, 445}, {1661, 469}, {1746, 493}, {1831, 517}, {1916, 541}, {2001, 565}}
DoPrintPhoenixπ + k  10, 3, 9 , {k, 9}
{{55, 17}, {68, 21}, {81, 25}, {94, 29}}
{{77, 23}, {87, 26}, {97, 29}, {107, 32}, {117, 35}, {127, 38}, {137, 41}}
{{17, 5}, {24, 7}, {31, 9}}
{{25, 7}, {32, 9}, {39, 11}, {46, 13}}
{{11, 3}}
{{11, 3}}
{{15, 4}, {19, 5}, {23, 6}}
{{35, 9}, {39, 10}, {43, 11}, {47, 12}, {51, 13}, {55, 14}, {59, 15}, {63, 16}, {67, 17}}
{{1168, 289}, {1265, 313}, {1362, 337}, {1459, 361}, {1556, 385}, {1653, 409},
{1750, 433}, {1847, 457}, {1944, 481}, {2041, 505}, {2138, 529}, {2235, 553}}

67  17.
3.94118
2235  553.
4.04159
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